
MONAXIS Refrigerated Multidecks and MONAXIS Ultra-low Fronts 

for a relaxed shopping atmosphere

Abundance of goods 
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Your customers will stop and look – 
your turnover won't
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Since all Monaxis refrigerated multidecks
are standardly equipped with a forceful
merchandise appeal, all you need to do is
simply install them. Monaxis refrigerated
multidecks incorporate our experience and
knowledge of five generations of refriger-
ated cabinets, each of which has made its
mark in the market. They display your
merchandise perfectly at the right tem-
perature. They move your front line of
goods up very close to customers. They are
designed as modular components. They 
are available in a variety of combinable
models. They fit in with all types of store
architecture and product ranges. And they
empty faster than you can imagine.

Benefits for your business

Spacious merchandise display 

High space productivity

Excellent lighting system

Highly forceful display appeal 

With built-in turnover

Welcome 
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Variations
for great success in any market architecture 

The Monaxis is at home in any
environment. Its various bottom cabinet
depths, merchandise display heights, and
temperature classes provide the ideal
solution to all space situations, ranges of
merchandise, and special market
characteristics. You can combine the
assortment of Monaxis models as desired,
install impressive rows of shelves, and
optimally utilise each corner of your market
floor space. The Monaxis always presents
itself at its best to your customers in its
open, harmonious overall appearance, with
colours tastefully matching those of your
business.

The Monaxis will improve your business in the
long run, since the appealing merchandise
display increases the shopping mood of all
customers in the vicinity of the Monaxis. And
when your customers are really in high spirits,
the average sales slip total will be higher.

Greatest variety for your business
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Crown End Cabinets

Ideal combination 
Monaxis gondola setup 
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Techniques
for a smooth workday

Easily checkable
Switch and thermometer units
are available as an option to
control temperatures even
when the night blind is closed.
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Monaxis in Detail 

Nice and safe 
The colour of the cabinet
bases can be selected as
desired. The integrated
bumper fends off banging
shopping carts.

Interaction
Monaxis refrigerated
multidecks and roll-in cabi-
nets perfectly combined

Absolutely easy-care
Since the base trays do
not contain any built-in
technical components,
they can be easily rinsed
out. The return air grilles
and bottom cabinets can
be removed individually
for easy cleaning.

Double refrigeration
The double air curtain combines
constantly maintained
temperatures with reduced
energy consumption.
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High turnover 
thanks to low front

Safe and sturdy 
No malfunctions: a stack stop-
per is integrated in the return
air grille. The stopper is also
shaped to keep any merchan-
dise from blocking the grille
and is able to withstand high-
impact stocking.

Low and high
With a front height of only
18 cm, you can make the
most of the available space.
No additional displays, con-
siderably more merchandise.

Automatic and airtight
The night roller blind is
pushed towards the front by
the airflow in the display
cabinet automatically
sealing it airtight to
conserve energy (legally
protected registered design).

night roller blind
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Monaxis Ultra Low Front

With the extremely low front of the Monaxis
Ultra-Low Front, we have gained even more
valuable space. The pleasing results: up to

seven displays for a particularly extensive as-
sortment in your market. The abundance of
products is outstandingly shown to its best
advantage by the appealing design.

Monaxis ultra low Front:
On-the-spot assortment expansion 
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Solutions
– big and small 

Magnetic
Monaxis crown end cabinets
provide an eye-catching dis-
play of your line of products.

Optimal
Convenience products are
presented particularly at-
tractively within easy reach
on our display hooks.

Harmonious
Monaxis crown end cabinets
round off all market situa-
tions excellently. A Monaxis
refrigerated multideck com-
bined with a Zero Celsius
showcase to display pre-
mium meats is shown here.
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Matching cabinets
Monaxis refrigerated mul-
tidecks opposite a long
Monaxis row of shelves of
Linde's Evolution5 product
portfolio.

Fast in, Fast out
Quickly stocked from the
rear, quickly sold from the
front.

Practical
Rear-stocking models
of Monaxis roll-in cabi-
nets are also available.

Market Impressions
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Cold chamber 
for highly sensitive products

We developed our Zero Celsius showcase
especially for temperature-sensitive pro-
ducts. The legal requirements are ex-
tremely strict and accordingly the Linde
Zero Celsius showcase keeps products cold.
No tolerances. Without any additional re-
frigerator. The sliding doors close
automatically each time they are opened.
And apart from its cold chamber
characteristics, this showcase is also an
eye-catcher for your customers and focuses
their attention on the assortment of select
meat products. Depending on the type of
refrigerated shelves, four display levels
offer presentation area 50 cm in depth.

Linde's Zero Celsius showcase.
Plenty of attention, long shelf life

Monaxis 83 with showcase Monaxis 73L with showcase
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Zero Celsius Showcase 

Combinable 

We can supply Zero Celsius
showcases together with
Monaxis refrigerated shelves.
These showcases can be retro-
fitted to many models of Linde
refrigerated shelves and can
be combined in series with
other Zero Celsius showcases.
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Dividers, end walls… 

Clear separating and connecting 
If, due to prevailing structural conditions, you would like to combine 
shelves of various depths and models, our dividing walls connect them all
to form a well-balanced whole. Dividing walls have advantages in all re-
spects. They cut procurement and installation costs since each divider
replaces two end walls and additionally lengthens the width of the dis-
play area. The harmonious transition points between the shelves enhance
the visual appearance. This provides more freedom of layout planning
since it is even easier to install around utility supply equipment, columns,
and projecting wall sections. All in all, a 'dividing' solution that 'multi-
plies' sales in the long run.

End walls
Both open and closed end walls pro-
vide you maximum freedom for plan-
ning the market layout. Fully glazed
and partially glazed, closed with or
without inside mirroring.

Room to manoeuvre 
All types of merchandise
presentation are easily
possible using dividing
walls.
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and accessories 
for flexible layout

Accessories 

Mirror

Gondola
combination

Display cover 
Display
cover

Transparent
partition Floor grille

Partition
grille
(tray)

Panoramic end wall 

Partition grille
(display)

Display basket

Display slide

Glass riser

End walls,
mirrored inside

Scanner 
price track

Curved
canopy trim

Manual night
roller blind 

The only thing you don't see 
here is the low energy consumption.



Monaxis straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,040 mm, temperature range 3 = 2/4, 4/6°C
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Custom-made 
for your business

Monaxis 63.B3 D Monaxis 73.B3 D Monaxis 83.B3 D

Monaxis (Modules) 125 188 250 375
Lengths including 
end walls (40 mm each) (mm) 1,330 1,960 2,580 3,830

Temperature range (°C)
3 2/4  4/6 2/4  4/6 2/4  4/6 2/4  4/6

Total display area (sq metres)

Monaxis 63.B3 D 3.25 4.90 6.55 9.80
Monaxis 63.B3 DL 3.90 5.85 7.80 11.65
Monaxis 73.B3 D 3.40 5.10 6.80 10.15
Monaxis 73.B3 DL 4.00 6.00 8.05 12.05
Monaxis 83.B3 D 4.00 6.00 8.05 12.05
Monaxis 83.B3 DL 4.00 6.00 8.05 12.05

Monaxis 63.B3 DL Monaxis 73.B3 DL Monaxis 83.B3 DL

Monaxis 73.CE B3 D

Monaxis 73.CE B3 DL

Monaxis straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,220 mm, temperature range = 3 = 2/4, 4/6°C
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Monaxis 63  . B3  DType code

Product line

Detailinfo: D = Dual Air Curtain

Temperature range: 3 = 2/4, 4/6°C

Bottom cabinet: 60 cm
Front height: 30 cm

Monaxis (Modules) 125 188 250 375
Lengths including 
end walls (40 mm each) (mm) 1,330 1,960 2,580 3,830

Temperature range (°C)

4 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

Total display area (sq metres)

Monaxis 63.B4 D 2.45 3.70 4.90 7.35
Monaxis 63.B4 DL 3.00 4.50 6.00 9.00
Monaxis 73.B4 D 2.75 4.15 5.55 8.30
Monaxis 73.B4 DL 3.40 5.10 6.80 10.20
Monaxis 83.B4 D 3.25 4.90 6.55 9.80
Monaxis 83.B4 DL 4.00 6.00 8.05 12.05

Monaxis 63.B4 D Monaxis 73.B4 D Monaxis 83.B4 D

Monaxis 63.B4 DL Monaxis 73.B4 DL Monaxis 83.B4 DL

Technical Data 

Monaxis 73.CE B4 D

Monaxis 73.CE B4 DL

Monaxis straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,040 mm, temperature range 4 = 0/2°C

Monaxis straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,220 mm, temperature range 4 = 0/2°C
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Monaxis

Monaxis (Modules) 125 188 250 375
Lengths including 
end walls (40 mm each) (mm) 1,330 1,960 2,580 3,830

Temperature range (°C)

5 -1/1 -1/1 -1/1 -1/1

Total display area (sq metres)

Monaxis 63.B5 DE 3.00 4.50 6.00 9.05
Monaxis 63.B5 DEL 3.60 5.35 7.15 10.70
Monaxis 73.B5 DE 3.15 4.70 6.30 9.40
Monaxis 73.B5 DEL 3.70 5.55 7.40 11.10
Monaxis 83.B5 DE 3.75 5.65 7.55 11.30
Monaxis 83.B5 DEL 4.45 6.70 8.90 13.35

Monaxis 63.B5 DE Monaxis 73.B5 DE Monaxis 83.B5 DE

Monaxis 63.B5 DEL Monaxis 73.B5 DEL Monaxis 83.B5 DEL

Monaxis 73.CE B5 DE

Monaxis 73.CE B5 DEL

Monaxis straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,040 mm, temperature range 5 = -1/1°C

Monaxis straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,220 mm, temperature range 5 = -1/1°C



Monaxis ultra-low front: Cabinet height 2,220 mm, temperature range 4 = 0/2°C
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Monaxis Ultra Low Front

Monaxis Ultra Low Front (Modules) 250 375
Lengths including 
end walls (40 mm each) (mm) 2,580 3,830

Temperature range (°C)

4 0/2 0/2

Total display area  (sq metres)

Monaxis 72.B4 DE 7.90 11.85
Monaxis 72.B4 DEL 9.15 13.75
Monaxis 82.B4 DE 9.40 14.10
Monaxis 82.B4 DEL 10.90 16.35

Monaxis 72.B4 DE Monaxis 82.B4 DE

Monaxis 72.B4 DEL Monaxis 82.B4 DEL

Technical Data

Monaxis ultra-low front: Cabinet height 2,040 mm, temperature range 4 = 0/2°C
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Linde Kältetechnik GmbH & Co. KG · Sürther Hauptstrasse 173 · D-50999 Cologne
Phone ++49 (2236) 601-01 · Fax ++49 (2236) 601-154 · www.linde-kaeltetechnik.de

The refrigerated cabinets we manufacture today set the
standard for tomorrow. The Evolution5 product range
from Linde gives every market a dynamic and sales-
oriented appearance.

The capability of being able to combine refrigerated dis-
play cabinets ensures greatest possible flexibility in
presenting merchandise. The refrigerated display cabinet
architecture enables maximum utilisation of floor
space. Display cabinet styling that places the focus on
products - perfectly. The colour concept can be
tailored individually to all product assortments and
market furnishings. Reliable temperature control is
guaranteed. Low energy consumption. With
numerous fittings and accessories to meet all of your
individual needs.

Linde Evolution5 creates ideal shopping conditions
in every market.

Supply 
meeting the demand


